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Abstract
The objective of the current study was to develop mathematical 

models that described the pharmacokinetic behavior of prednisolone 
in healthy subjects after the oral administration of prednisolone. 
The current study is a companion piece of a related Leclercq 
and Copinsehi prednisolone study published in the February 1974 
issue of the Journal of Pharmacokinetics and Biopharmaceutics. 
In the study cited here, plasma concentration versus time profiles 
of prednisolone were determined, however, no mathematical 
models of the pharmacokinetic behavior of prednisolone were 
developed.  Therefore in the current study, mathematical models 
of the pharmacokinetic behavior of prednisolone were developed 
using mathematical and computational tools from the theory of 
dynamic systems. The current study demonstrated the successful use 
of mathematical and computational tools from the theory of dynamic 
systems in pharmacokinetic modeling.

Introduction
Prednisolone is commonly used to treat patients with asthma 

[1], rheumatoid arthritis [2], hyperemesis gravidarum [3], reactive 
amyloidosis [4], pulmonary veno-occlusive disease [5], and many 
other diseases, including inflammatory bowel disease [6]. After 
prednisolone administration, concentrations of prednisolone in 
plasma were determined; however no mathematical models of the 
pharmacokinetic behavior 87-106 of prednisolone were developed. 
Ten normal male volunteers, aged 21-51 years (mean 29), weighing 
87-106% (mean 97%) of their ideal weight [7], were given prednisolone 
on two occasions separated by a 3-day interval The current study is 
a companion piece of the related study by Leclercq and Copinsehi 
[8]. Therefore, mathematical models of the pharmacokinetic behavior 
of prednisolone after oral administration of prednisolone to healthy 
subjects were developed here. Mathematical and computational tools 
from the theory of dynamic systems were used in the current study, 
see for example the following papers [9-20] and references therein. 
The same tools were used in the current study.

Methods
The data from the published article by Leclercq and Copinsehi 

[8] were used. In the study by Leclercq R. and Copinsehi G. [8], 
prednisolone was orally administered to ten fasting healthy male 
volunteers aged 21-51 years (mean 79), weighting 87-106 % (mean 
97%) of their ideal weight [7] at a dose of 20 mg. Blood samples were 
taken 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120, 150, 180, 210, 240, 300, 360, 420, 
540 min after prednisolone administration. 

For modeling purposes the same method as that used previously 
[10-14] was used. The modeling method can be briefly described as 
follows: In the first step, the dynamic systems, denoted by ,H  were 
defined. In the second step, the dynamic systems ,H were used to 
mathematically describe dynamic aspects of the pharmacokinetic 
behavior of prednisolone in the subjects [20,21]. In the third step, 
the transfer functions, denoted by ( ),H s of the dynamic systems 

,H were derived using prednisolone data [7]. After the definition, 
the dynamic systems ,H were described with transfer functions 

( ),H s where s is the Laplace variable [9-19]. The transfer functions 
( ),H s were derived as follows: 

( )
( )( ) C sH s

I s
=                                                                                                 (1)                                

 In Eq. (1), ( )C s is the Laplace transform of the mathematical 
representation of the plasma concentration-versus-time profile of 
prednisolone, ( )I s  is the Laplace transform of the mathematical 
representation of the oral administration of prednisolone, and the 
lower-case letter “ s ” denotes the complex Laplace variable, see 
for example the following studies [10-18]. These assumptions were 
made for the current study: a) the dynamic systems H started with 
zero initial conditions, b) the pharmacokinetic processes occurring 
in the body after prednisolone administration were linear and time-
invariant, c) prednisolone concentrations were the same throughout 
the subsystems, d) no barriers to the distribution (or elimination) of 
prednisolone existed. 

For modeling purposes, the software named CTDB [11], and the 
transfer function model ( ),MH s  described by the Eq. (2), were used: 
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On the right-hand-side of Eq. (2) is the Padé approximant 
to the model transfer function ( ),MH s G  is an estimator of 
the model parameter called the gain of the dynamic system ,H  

1 1,...... , ,.......n ma a b b  are the additional model parameters, and 
n  is the highest degree of the nominator polynomial, m is the 
highest degree of the denominator polynomial, where n m<  see 
for example the following studies [10-15]. 
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under the plasma concentration versus time curve from time zero 
to time infinity, denoted by, 0 ,AUC −∞  

and total body clearance 
of prednisolone, denoted by .CI  The primary pharmacokinetic 
variables are listed as means with SDs in Table 2.

Subject no.1 was arbitrarily chosen among the ten subjects 
participating in the current study, to show an example of the results 
obtained. Therefore, the results of subject no.1 were described in 
detail in the text bellow. Figure 1 showed the observed plasma 
concentration versus time profile of prednisolone and the description 
of the observed profile with the model of the subject’s dynamic 
system .H  Analogous results to those obtained for subject no.1 were 
obtained for all subjects participating in the current study (Table 3).

Discussion 
The dynamic systems used in the current study were mathematical 

objects, without any physiological relevance. They were employed 
to model dynamic aspects [17-21] of the pharmacokinetic behavior 
of prednisolone in healthy subjects after oral administration 
of prednisolone at a dose of 20 mg.  The development of the 
mathematical models used in the current study has been described in 
detail previously [10-16]. 

As in previous studies, authored or co-authored by the author of 
the current study [10-16], the development of mathematical models 
of the dynamic systems ,H  was based on the measured input(s) 
and output(s)  of the dynamic systems .H   Generally, if a dynamic 
system is modeled using  the transfer function models

 
( ),MH s

 
as 

In the next step the transfer functions ( )H s were converted 
into equivalent frequency response functions, denoted by ( ).jF iω  
In the fourth step, the non-iterative method published previously 
[22] was used to determine models of frequency response functions 

( )M jF iω
 

and point estimates of the parameters of the model 
frequency response functions ( )M jF iω  in the complex domain. 
The model of the frequency response function ( )M jF iω  used in 
the current study is described by the following equation: 
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Analogously as in Eq. (2), in Eq. (3), n is the highest degree 
of the numerator polynomial of the model frequency response 
function ( ),M jF iω  m  is the highest degree of the denominator 
polynomial of the model frequency response function ( ),M jF iω  
i  the imaginary unit, and ω is the angular frequency. In the fifth 
step, the model frequency response functions ( )M jF iω  were 
refined, using the Monte-Carlo and the Gauss-Newton method in 
the time domain. In the fifth step, the Akaike information criterion 
was used to discriminate among the models of frequency response 
functions ( )M jF iω of different complexity and to select the best 
models frequency response function ( )M jF iω with the minimum 
score of the Akaike information criterion [23]. In the final step, 
95 % confidence intervals for each parameter of the final models 

( )M jF iω  were determined.

On the basis of the models developed, the following primary 
pharmacokinetic variables were determined: The time of occurrence 
of the maximum observed plasma concentration of prednisolone, 
denoted by max ,t

 
the maximum observed plasma concentration 

of prednisolone, denoted by max ,C  the plasma elimination half-
time of prednisolone, denoted by 1 2 ,t  the area under the plasma 
concentration versus time curve from time zero to infinity, denoted 
by, 0 ,AUC −∞  

and total body clearance of prednisolone, denoted 
by .CI

The transfer function model ( )MH s and the frequency response 
function model ( )M jF iω  are implemented in the computer 
program CTDB [11]. A demo version of the computer program 
CTDB is available for downloading from the web site: http://www.
uef.sav.sk/advanced.htm.

Results
The final third-order model of ( )M jF iω  selected with the 

Akaike criterion is described by Eq. (4): 
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This model provided good fit to the prednisolone concentration 
data in all subjects participating in the current study. Estimates of 
model parameters 0 1 1 2 3, , , ,a a b b b  are listed in Table 1. Model-
based estimates of primary pharmacokinetic variables included: time 
of occurrence of the maximum observed plasma concentration of 
prednisolone, denoted by max ,t the maximum observed plasma 
concentration of prednisolone, denoted by max ,C  the plasma 
elimination half-time of prednisolone, denoted by 1 2 ,t  the area 

Model parameters Estimates of
model parameters (95% CI)

G  (h.l-1) 0.009 0.006 to 0.012

0a  (-) 0.99 0.81 to 1.02

1a  (min) 59.15 48.12 to 62.38

1b  (min) 461.88 460.73 ton472.02

2b  (min2) 6033.61 6028.59 to 6040.33

3b (min3) 3678275.74 3678271.05 to 3678280.33

Table 1: Parameters of the third-order model of the dynamic system describing 
the pharmacokinetic behavior of orally administered prednisolone to the subject 
no.1.

Pharmacokinetic variable Estimates

The time of the maximum
observed concentration of prednisolone
G (min)

240.12 ±  14.61*

The maximum observed concentration of prednisolone  
1a (ng/ml) 165.01 ±  18.52

the plasma elimination half-time of prednisolone 2b
(hod)

2.88 ±  0.41

The area under the plasma

concentration of prednisolone

versus time curve from time zero

to time infinity 0AUC −∞ (ng/ml.min)

118656.13 ±  
15456.25

Total body clearance of prednisolone
CI  (ml.min-1) from plasma 200.98 ±  5.06

Table 2: Pharmacokinetic variables of orally administered prednisolone to the 
subject no.1.

*standard deviation
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it was the case in the current study, then the accuracy of the model 
depends in large part on the degrees of the polynomials of the transfer 
function models ( )MH s  used to fit the data [22]. 

Each transfer function ( )H s  was defined as the ratio between 
the Laplace transform of the mathematical representation of the 
plasma concentration versus time profile of prednisolone, denoted by 

( ),C s  and the Laplace transform of the mathematical representation 
of the oral administration of prednisolone, denoted by ( ),I s  see Eq. 
(2).  The parameter gain is also called gain coefficient, or gain factor. 
According to the theory of dynamic systems, the parameter gain is 
defined as a relationship between the magnitude of an output of the 
dynamic system to a magnitude of an input to the dynamic system in 
steady state. 

As it follows from the theory of dynamic systems, the parameter 
gain of a dynamic system is a proportional value that shows the 
relationship between the magnitude of an output to a magnitude of 
an input of a dynamic system at steady state. The pharmacokinetic 
meaning of the parameter gain depends on the nature of the dynamic 
system; see for example studies available on the Internet: http://www.
uef.sav.sk/advanced.htm. The non-iterative method published in the 
study [22] and used in the current study is capable of providing quick 
identification of a structure of a model frequency response. 

The reason for conversion of ( )MH s  into ( )M jF iω
 
was that 

" "s  in ( )MH s is a complex Laplace variable (see Eq. (2)), while 
the angular frequency ω  is a real variable (see Eq. (4)).

Prednisolone exhibits nonlinear pharmacokinetics mainly due 
to prednisolone nonlinear protein binding. The dose dependent 
pharmacokinetics of prednisolone has been observed in several 
studies within various species [24-39]. However, for one oral dose of 
prednisolone (20 mg), the linear mathematical models developed in 
the current study sufficiently approximated the dynamic aspects of 
the pharmacokinetic behavior of prednisolone. 

The results obtained in the current study have not been validated 
sufficiently to be used for clinical patient care. Their validity can 
be verified in clinical investigations among patients; consequently 
practical utilization of the results obtained in the current study lies 
far in the future. The idea behind the model described by Eq. (2) is not 
new in pharmacokinetics. See the following studies [9-18].

The current study showed the successful use of mathematical 
and computational tools from system engineering in mathematical 
modeling of dynamic systems. Frequency response functions are 
complex functions, with real and imaginary components, therefore, 
the modeling methods used to model frequency response functions 
are computationally intensive, and modeling is performed in the 
complex domain. Moreover, the methods considered here require 
at least partial knowledge of the theory of dynamic system, and an 
abstract way of thinking about the dynamic system under study. 

The principal difference between traditional pharmacokinetic 
modeling methods and modeling methods that use of mathematical 
and computational tools from the theory of dynamic systems, is as 
follows: the former methods are based on modeling plasma (or blood) 
concentration versus time profiles of drugs, however the latter methods 
are based on modeling relationships between a mathematically 
represented drug administration and a mathematically represented 
resulting plasma (or blood) concentration-time profile of the drug 
administered [10-16]. See for example the studies available at http://
www.uef.sav.sk/advanced.htm. The computational and modeling 
methods that use computational and modeling tools from the theory 
of dynamic systems can be used for example for adjustment of drug 
administration aimed at achieving and then maintaining required 
drug concentration–time profiles in patients. The methods considered 
here can be used for safe and cost-effective individualization of drug 
dosing by computer-controlled infusion pumps. This is very important 
for example for administration of Factor VIII to hemophilia patients, 
as exemplified in the study [14]. 

The advantages of the model and modeling method used in 
the current study are evident here: The models developed and used 
overcome one of the typical limitations of compartmental models: For 
the development and use of the models presented here, an assumption 

Time (min) Observed concentration of
prednisolone  (ng/ml)

Model predicted concentration 
of prednisolone (ng/ml)

15 16 16

30 48 48

45 70 70

75 85 84

75 106 106

90 117 117

105 125 125

120 130 130

150 137 137

180 143 143

210 149 149

240 160 160

360 126 126

420 106 106

540 64 64

Table 3: Observed and model predicted blood concentrations of prednisolone 
in the subject no.1.
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Figure 1: Observed venous plasma concentration versus time profile of 
prednisolone and the description of the observed profile with the model of 
the subject’s dynamic system which mathematically described the dynamic 
aspects of  pharmacokinetic behavior of prednisolone.
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of well-mixed spaces in the body is not necessary. The basic structure 
of the models developed and used is and broadly applicable and 
therefore it can be used in mathematical modeling different dynamic 
systems in the field of pharmacokinetics and in many other fields. 
From a point of view of pharmacokinetic community, an advantage 
of the models developed and used is that the models considered here 
emphasize dynamical aspects of the pharmacokinetic behavior of a 
drug in a human body. The method used can be easily generalized and 
can be further employed in several studies. 

Conclusion
The models developed and used in the current study successfully 

described the pharmacokinetic behavior of prednisolone after oral 
administration at a dose of 20 mg to healthy subjects. The modeling 
method used is comprehensive and flexible and thus it can be applied 
to a broad range of dynamic systems in the field of pharmacokinetics 
and in many other fields. The current study presented a new view 
on “old” principles associated with the pharmacokinetic behavior 
of prednisolone in a human body. In addition, it presented 
another attempt to visualize the successful use of mathematical 
and computational tools from the theory of dynamic systems in 
pharmacokinetic modeling. For the previous attempts, please visit 
http://www.uef.sav.sk/advanced.htm The author conclude that the 
current study showed that an integration of pharmacokinetic and 
bioengineering approaches is a good and efficient way to study 
processes in pharmacokinetics. The reason for this is that such 
integration combines mathematical rigor with biological insight.
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